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CAST IRON COMBO FLOORING

A cool, strong, hygienic cast iron sow section.
A clean, hygienic Tri-Bar creep section.
OPTIONAL FEATURES
Soft-Grip
Soft-Grip is a texture added to the floors by forming
indentations in the steel bars providing additional grip for
baby pigs and also added traction for the sow.
Loop Ends
Floors can be raised from 2.25” to 4.25” to allow access to
the pit. A ½” nut is welded to the loop to secure floor to
concrete
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OPTIONAL FEATURES
Soft-Grip
Soft-Grip is a texture added to the floors by forming
indentations in the steel bars providing additional grip for
nursery pigs and also added traction for the sow.
Non-Supported
Non-Supported nursery or farrowing floors are the perfect
flooring to replace woven wire. It can be installed in the
existing working frame.
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Optional Open End
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Product Description
● Flooring is easy to clean up between turns.
● Flooring panels can be cut every 4” (102mm) which eliminates waste.
● Unique stabilizer corner provides a full inch of vertical beam support - twice the
depth of other panels. One inch of vertical support means the support beam
won’t tip over; your floor is more stable and durable.
● Panel Sizes Available:
* 18” x 24” (457mm x 610mm)

Benefits

* 24” x 24” (610mm x 610mm)
* ¼” x 3” x 96” (6mm x 76mm x 2,438mm)

● Premium polypropylene material sheds waste, resists
disease and adds durability.

* ¼” x 5” x 84” (6mm x 127mm x 2,134mm)

● Warm floor surface keeps pigs comfortable for less stress.

* ¼” x 5” x 90” (6mm x 127mm x 2,286mm)

● Textured surface offers superior traction and promotes rapid
transfer of waste to pit. Pigs move around easily and
comfortably.

* ¼” x 5” x 96” (6mm x 127mm x 2,438mm)

● Minimum waste during installation - panels are designed so
they can be cut every four inches (width-wise) so fitting is
easy and scrap is kept to a minimum.

* ¼” x 5” x 144” (6mm x 127mm x 3,658mm)

* ¼” x 5” x 120” (6mm x 127mm x 3,048mm)

* 5mm x 5” x 120” (5mm x 127mm x 3,048mm)
● Solid fiberglass beam design is stronger than other thinwalled fiberglass beams. The solid, filled construction leaves
no gaps for rodents to infest.

● 3” (76mm) Beams have a max span up to 8’ (2.44m) on 18” (457mm) centers
for nursery pigs.
● 5” (127mm) Beams have a max span up to 12’ (3.65m) on 18” (457mm)
centers for nursery pigs.
● 5” (127mm) Beams have a max span up to 10’ (3.05m) on 24” (610mm)
centers for nursery pigs.
● Plastic perimeter coving comes in 10’ (3.05m) length.
● Fiberglass beam clips protect the fiberglass beam from wear.
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Extending slat life - Slat Saver is a high-density plastic mat placed under feeders to protect new slats
or stop concrete erosion on older slats.
Slat Saver design provides animal traction - Multidirectional protrusions and cleats are imprinted
on Slat Saver to safely supply animal footing. They are grooved and spaced to capture, control and
drain all harmful liquids directly to the pit below.
Slat Saver is tough - Slat Saver is a proven product with tens of thousands in use today bearing up
to the wear of routing hooves at the feeder. Slat Saver is impervious to acids, salts and whey. It
prevents disease and cleans with a mere whisk of a pressure washer.
Slat Saver eliminates poured pads - Concrete won’t protect concrete. Let durable Slat Saver take
the abuse. Slide Slat Saver in place, tie it down with the provided non-corrosive hardware, and you
are finished. It’s that simple.

